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Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

             Hello my friends and I hope that 
everyone is doing well! The sunshine and 
warmer weather is amongst us and it’s 
hard to believe, but summer is right 
around the corner. This is without a 
doubt my favorite time of the year. Out-
door activities, sports, yardwork, gar-
dening, BBQ’s, vacation time, beach 
time, sun burns, hiking in the mountains, 
and of course my favorite, golfing! It 
doesn’t get any better than that now does 
it? Enjoy your summer activities and I 
hope that all you Mom’s had a wonderful 
Mother’s Day and everyone have a fantas-
tic Memorial Day weekend to kick off 
summer! 

             I always encourage growth and 
development and Twin States is going 
strong as we move through Q2-2017. 
Growing and developing our chapter is 
important. We currently have 60 mem-
bers and of that 10 are new members for 
2017. Our goal is to get to 75 so please 
continue to refer or sign up additional 
staff to help support our growth and edu-
cational development.  College student 
members are free. If you know anyone 
who is a college student please encourage 
them to come to a meeting at no charge. 
AAHAM is a great vehicle to learn, net-
work, and open up opportunities.  

             On Wednesday, March 8th, the 
National AAHAM Certification Team 
met with various Chapter Certification 
Chairs and their Presidents.   The meet-
ing was well attended with a lot of posi-
tive networking and feedback.   

The team discussed AAHAM’s commit-
ment to assist with the certification pro-
gram.  As a result, National AAHAM has 
made the decision to start offering all 
certification webinars for free. The 
webinars are not currently available for 
registration purposes but the most cur-
rent upcoming dates to remember are: 

06-07-2017 - 3rd Quarterly National Certification 
Call for Cert Chairs and Presidents 
06-14-2017 - CRCP Patient Access Review 
06-21-2017 - CRCP Billing Review 
06-28-2017 - CRCP Credit and Collection Review 
07-07-2017 - CRCE Patient Access Review 
07-12-2017 - CRCP Accounts Receivables Review 
07-21-2017 - CRCE Billing Review 
07-26-2017 - CRIP CDM Overview  
07-28-2017 - CRCE Credit and Collections 
08-02-2017 - CRIP Ancillary Overview 
08-04-2017 - CRCE AR Management Overview 
08-09-2017 - CRIP Surgical Services Overview 
08-16-2017 - CRIP Recurring Services Overview 
10-04-2017   - 4th Quarterly National Certification Call 
for Cert Chairs and Presidents 

              As more information becomes available in terms to 
registration, I will email out to everyone. If you are inter-
ested in AAHAM certification for yourself or your staff, 
then please contact our certification chair, Diana Smith @ 
Diana.Smith@uvmhealth.org and she would be happy to 
assist with any questions that you may have regarding certi-
fication or sign up. 

 We have several educational events coming up. 
Save these dates and look for future mailings and please 
register early.  Our next event is our ‘All Payer’ meeting 
which is June 2nd at the Fireside Inn in Lebanon, NH. This 
will be another great meeting as we have a dozen+ payers 
from NH and VT and a jam packed agenda! Our 3rd annual 
meeting which is September 21-22 at Lake Morey Resort, 
Fairlee, VT and there will be a golf tournament/BBQ on 
the 20th.   

 Twin States AAHAM is here to serve our mem-
bers and I encourage you to reach out to any of our officers 
or board members if you have any ideas or suggestions for 
us. Also please visit our website at www.aahamts.org  

I look forward to seeing all of you at our events 
this year.  Feel free to email me or call me if there is any-
thing that you would like to discuss about our Chapter.  
Timothy.Hall@cbcsnational.com , cell 603-540-8135 / 
office 603-624-2620.                                                                                
Respectfully, 

Timothy J. Hall 
President 
Twin States Chapter AAHAM 
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A few Shots Taken by Board Member, Amy Sherman, at Legislative Day 
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CMS Preps Medicaid Agencies on MACRA ID Change 
The CMS has started making biweekly calls to 
state Medicaid agencies to ensure that their 
information technology systems are ready to 
handle the 60 million new identification cards 
the agency is preparing to send out to Medi-
care beneficiaries, including those dually eligi-
ble for both Medicaid and Medicare. 
Under the Medicare Access and CHIP Reau-
thorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), the CMS 
was required to stop using beneficiaries' Social 
Security numbers on their Medicare cards and 
replace them with a Medicare Beneficiary 
Identifier (MBI). As part of the effort, state 
Medicaid agencies will need to modify their 
IT systems to process crossover claims for 
dual-eligible beneficiaries. The CMS will 
begin issuing the new cards by early 2018. 
Prior to the law, the U.S. Government Ac-
countability Office and other agencies re-
ceived continued calls to remove Social Secu-
rity numbers from the cards to stop potential 
identity theft.  
“In order for states to be fully compliant with 
this legislation and to continue critical data 
exchanges with the CMS, state Medicaid busi-

ness processes and systems must be examined 
and necessary changes identified, developed, 
tested and implemented prior to the CMS 
assigning MBIs and distributing the new Medi-
care ID cards,” Vikki Wachino, the CMS Dep-
uty Administrator and Director for the Center 
for Medicaid and CHIP Services said in a no-
tice. 
The bi-weekly calls will allow the agency to 
promptly communicate important guidance 
about necessary changes. 
For states, the mandate represents an addi-
tional, unexpected cost. "Removing Social 
Security numbers from the ID cards is proba-
bly the right thing to do, but it just becomes 
one of a thousand different systems changes 
that states have to accommodate in order to 
make the whole thing work,” said Matt Salo, 
executive director of the National Association 
of Medicaid Directors. “Those changes take 
time and money and bandwidth.” 
Exactly how much the new cards will cost 
states is unclear, in part because the CMS has 
not revealed all the requirements needed to 

make the change, according to Christopher 
Garrett, spokesman for the Maryland De-
partment of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
The Obama administration estimated that 
altering or removing the IDs' Social Securi-
ty numbers would cost between $803 mil-
lion and $845 million. Of that amount, 
between $512 million and $554 million 
would be needed to modify existing state 
Medicaid IT systems and CMS' IT-system, 
according to a 2012 GAO report.  
The watchdog agency said it questioned that 
estimate because it was unclear what meth-
odology was used to come up with the fig-
ures.  

 

Dickson, Virgil. "CMS preps Medicaid 
agencies on MACRA ID change." Modern 
Healthcare. N.p., 6 May 2016. Web. 28 
Apr. 2017.  

Reprinted with permission from Crain 
Communications Inc., Copyright 2016.  
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9 FAQs About MIPS 

On October 14, 2016, CMS released the final 
rule for one of the most bipartisan and significant 
legislative changes to Medicare in a generation, the 
Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 
2015 (MACRA). MACRA repeals the Medicare 
Part B Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) reimburse-
ment formula and replaces it with a new value-
based reimbursement system called the Quality 
Payment Program (QPP). The QPP consists of two 
major tracks: 

The Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) 

Advanced Alternative Payment Models (Advanced 
APMs) 

CMS predicts that 600,000 Part B clinicians will be 
subject to MIPS, as MIPS is effectively the “new 
default” for Part B where few clinicians are exempt 
from MIPS except under a few conditions. 

Read on for some of the most frequently asked 
questions about MIPS, such as how MIPS impacts 
the management and reporting of performance 
measures inherited from Meaningful Use (MU), 
the Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS), 
and the Value-Based Modifier (VBM). MIPS consol-
idates and strengthens the financial impacts of these 
programs, while leveraging their respective perfor-
mance measures which have become increasingly 
familiar to clinicians over the last few years. 

1. WHAT IS MIPS? 

The Quality Payment Program combines the exist-
ing Medicare Meaningful Use (MU), Physician 
Quality Reporting System (PQRS), and Value-
Based Modifier (VBM) programs into MIPS, start-
ing with the CY2017 performance year. MIPS 
payment adjustments are applied to Medicare Part 
B payments two years after the performance year, 
with CY2019 being the payment adjustment year 
for the CY2017 performance year. 

MIPS defines four categories of eligible clinician 
performance, contributing to an annual MIPS final 
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that’s what we focus on in this FAQ. 

This table shows how the final score could result in 
value-based incentives reaching 37% of Medicare 
Part B payments by the fourth year of the program, 
while maximum penalties grow to 9%: 

CMS budget-neutral program: incentives funded by 
penalties 

Precedence: 2014 PQRS/VBM, X=16 (not 
capped), resulting in a 32% max incentive 

For MIPS, X capped at 3.0 plus a 10% "exceptional 
performance bonus"  

For Performance Year 2020, up to 9% x 3.0 + 10% 
= 37% bonus 

To ease the transition for the 2017 performance 
year, there are varying levels for organizations to 
either participate, or alternatively, be exempt from 
MIPS. Here is a brief summary of the options: 

• No participation: Organizations not exempt 
from MIPS that do not send in any 2017 data 
will receive a negative 4% payment adjust-
ment. 

• Submit something: Reporting only one Quali-
ty, ACI or IA measure will earn enough MIPS 
points to avoid a penalty. 

• Submit a partial year: If you submit 90 days of 
2017 data to Medicare, you may earn a neutral 
or positive payment adjustment. 

• Submit a full year: If you submit a full year of 
2017 data to Medicare, you may earn a positive 
payment adjustment. 

Participate in an Advanced APM: Organizations that 
sufficiently participate through an Advanced 
APM earn a 5% Part B bonus and are exempt 
from MIPS. 

For each performance year (say CY2018, corre-
sponding to the CY2020 payment year), CMS sets a 
performance threshold (PT) number of points at 
which providers 

score of up to 100 points (relative weights are 
indicated for the CY2017 performance year and 
associated CY2019 payment year): 

           Quality (60% for 2017) 

            Advancing Care Information (ACI, re             
 named from Meaningful Use) (25% for 
 2017) 

            Clinical Practice Improvement Activities  
 (CPIA) (15% for 2017) 

             Resource Use (0% for 2017, but will be 
 weighted for 2018 and beyond) 

The final score earned by a clinician for a given 
performance year then determines MIPS payment 
adjustments in the second calendar year after the 
performance year. Each clinician’s annual final 
score will be released to the public by CMS. 

Although MIPS inherits much from the MU, 
PQRS, and VBM programs, historical high perfor-
mance or penalty avoidance under the existing 
programs does not guarantee the same under 
MIPS.  

2. WHAT ARE THE FINANCIAL AND REPUTA-

TIONAL IMPACTS OF MIPS? 

Financial Impacts 

MACRA defines two types of financial impacts for 
clinicians participating in MIPS: 

A small, annual inflationary adjustment to the Part 
B fee schedule 

MIPS value-based payment adjustments (incentives 
or penalties) based on the MIPS 100-point 
final score 

The inflationary adjustment is an annual +0.5% 
increase for the payment years CY2016 to 
CY2019, which is the first payment year for MIPS 
under the QPP. The inflationary adjustment re-
sumes in CY2026 and thereafter with MIPS eligible 
clinicians receiving a +0.25% annual adjustment. 

The potential MIPS incentives and penalties via 
value-based payment adjustments are much more 
substantial than the inflationary adjustments, so Continued on page 6... 
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In the popular board game Clue, players move about the board collecting 
information about a murder.  As they find out what didn’t happen – it 
wasn’t Miss Scarlet, it wasn’t with the rope, it wasn’t in the Billiard 
Room – the winner eventually narrows it down to the only possibility:  
Professor Plum in the Conservatory with the Candlestick!  (It isn't always 
in the Conservatory, but it somehow is ALWAYS Professor Plum!) 

The game works because players can differentiate between the various 
locations, suspects, and weapons.  It wouldn't work if every clue was the 
lead pipe. 

Unfortunately, too many PFS shops treat their write offs like a bad game 
of Clue.  When they find claims that are too old to bill, or when they 
perform regular cleanups of aged or low balance AR, they use adjustment 
codes like “Exceeds Filing Limits.”  In the process, they lose data that 
might otherwise give them insight and allow them to catch that dastardly 
Professor. 

It is an unfortunate fact of running a revenue cycle that many claims will 
“die” of old age. Most often, the limit that is exceeded is actually an ap-
peal limit triggered by multiple appeals which eventually exceed the dead-
line for appeal or a missed appeal window (60 or 90 days.)  In a few cases, 
a bill will be held in the editor or at a clearinghouse past a filing limit.  It 
is extremely rare that a bill simply sits in DNFB too long and once billed 
is denied simply because it was overlooked, forgotten, or somehow 
slipped through the cracks.  In short, the vast majority of claims that deny 
for exceeding filing limits have some other problem which caused the delay in 
billing. Calling the write off a Timely Filing Adjustment not only fails to 
provide any insight into the upstream causes, it actually masks the real 
problem.   

If your adjustment codes say everything looks like a lead pipe, it is awfully 
hard to know that it was really the candlestick, and if you don't know it 
was the candlestick, then it is harder to look for the right clues to who 
murdered the beautiful, innocent claim which now lies at your feet.  In 
applied terms, if everything looks like a timely filing write-off, it appears 
that the problem is in billing and follow up.  But unless something is seri-
ously broken in PFS, the strong likelihood is that those timely filing write-
offs are really a mix of authorization, medical necessity, billing error, and 
other denials.  If, for example, most of your authorization denials are 
being buried in timely filing, you may not realize that authorizations are a 
problem: “The auth write-off is small, so patient access must be doing its 
thing – these darn payer limitations are the real problem.” 

But if those auth problems were broken out and categorized appropriate-
ly, the picture might be very different.  It would be easy to identify the 
lack of authorizations as the root cause of the problem.  The answer is to 
eliminate all use of (or nearly all) Timely Filing write-off codes. 

The conceptual solution in Clue is pretty simple – all the suspects and all 
the potential weapons are right there – just figure out which one is the 
murderer!  A clear goal, but it takes some effort to achieve.  Similarly, 
the conceptual approach of eliminating all Timely Filing adjustments 
seems simple, but it actuality it requires work to follow the clues and 
accomplish the task. 

In some cases, posting logic is set to automatically adjust any Timely 
Filing denial.  (In the worst case scenarios, those adjustments go to Con-
tractuals rather than Denials.  In those cases, all visibility into the size or 
shape of the denial problem is lost!)  While this might seem like a time 
saver – if the claim is past limits, the revenue is lost so why should we spend any 
time on it? – but there really are two potential losses:   

First, the timely filing denials might not be legitimate.  Per-

GET A CLUE! ELIMINATE ALL TIMELY FILING ADJUSTMENTS 
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haps a bill was sent or an appeal was filed but the payer didn't 
appropriately load it into their system.  Or perhaps the bill was 
delayed for some legitimate reason that might lead a payer to 
make an exception. So a claim that could be recovered instead 
is declared dead.   

Second, even if the revenue is truly lost, it is likely the mistake 
will be repeated unless you can learn from this failure.  Wheth-
er it is sizing the scale of the problem or localizing it by depart-
ment or payer, appropriately maintained data is a key driver of 
improved performance.  This is essential to keep recoverable 
claims alive in the future! 

Revising the posting logic is a relatively easy step, but the next step is more 
challenging – if you haven't auto adjusted the claims but they still need to 
be written off the AR, then someone has to take the time to make the 
adjustment.  The inclination from staff will likely be to look at the last 
denial and use that as the adjustment code – denied for Timely Filing, 
written off to timely filing – but doing that will only repeat the same er-
ror, just at greater expense. 

Staff need to spend some time researching the claim (and need to be 
trained that expending the time is appropriate) to understand what caused 
the claim to deny in the first place, and using THAT adjustment code.  It is 
more work and will take more time, but having an accurate reflection of 
the problems causing adjustments is vital to solving the problems.  Even a 
careful AR manager may be surprised by how the distribution of adjust-
ments changes when timely filing claims are re-distributed to more dis-
crete, meaningful adjustment categories.  And that AR manager may enjoy 
the side benefit of making themselves look good as adjustments shift from 
the PFS focused Timely Filing Codes to other codes that may be Patient 
Access or Coding related! 

Encouraging staff to move away from the use of timely filing may be diffi-
cult – their training and years of experience have likely built a strong tie 
between the last denial code and the adjustment reason – but there is one 
way to make a clean break:  Eliminate the Timely Filing adjustment 
codes. 

There are very few legitimate uses of the codes to begin with, when they 
are used they tend to mask the real problem, and staff tend to over- (or 
mis-) use them.  It may mean there are a handful of claims that don't have 
an appropriate home, but the other benefits far outweigh this potential, 
minor cost. 

Claims are going to die, for a variety of reasons, and the obvious cause of 
death might be a timely filing denial.  But PFS managers should look be-
yond the obvious and take into account the root causes of those losses, 
which rarely are solely because of filing limits.  Understanding root causes 
is an extremely valuable clue, which can lead to better understanding of 
adjustments, reduced write-offs, and ultimately increased collections.   

Not to mention finally bringing Professor Plum to justice. 

Peter Angerhofer is a principal at Colburn Hill Group www.colburnhill.com; he 
brings deep experience in operations, strategy and health policy to both the daily 
operations as well as long-term vision. Peter moves easily from working with line 
staff on performance improvement to C-suite discussions of strategic imperatives. 
Prior to forming Colburn Hill, Peter had been part of the original, pre-revenue start
-up team of eight at Accretive Health, where he spent 10 years managing opera-
tions. Prior to Accretive, Peter worked for Deloitte Consulting and CSC/APM, as 
well as serving in health policy roles on Capitol Hill.  Peter lives in Stratham, NH. 

Continued on Page 13... 
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earning PT points receive a 0% adjustment to their Medi-
care Part B payments. Each incremental point that a pro-
vider earns above the PT results in progressively higher 
incentives, whereas for each point the final score is below 
the threshold, the clinician is assessed a proportional 
penalty until a floor is reached. Consequently, very few 
eligible clinicians will experience a zero payment adjust-
ment, which greatly escalates the level of competition 
among clinicians and their need for a rapid and effective 
improvement cycle. Essentially, every MIPS point trans-
lates directly into higher or lower reimbursement. For 
the 2018 performance year, if a clinician has a final score 
below 1/4 of the performance threshold, such as zero 
points, then the penalty assessed is 5%, the maximum 
penalty. 

Should half of all MIPS eligible clinicians earn an incentive 
for the 2018 performance year and beyond, while the 
other half are assessed a penalty, then the budget neutrali-
ty factor, X, would be approximately 1.0 for the CY2018 
performance year if both sets of clinicians bill about the 

same amount of Part B payments. That 
would result in a maximum base incentive 
of 5% x 1.0 = 5% for achieving a final 
score of 100. However, there is an addi-
tional exceptional performance bonus that 
escalates up to 10% for progressively 
higher performers who exceed an excep-
tional performance threshold number of 
MIPS points. That means the sum of the 
maximum base incentive and exceptional 
performance bonus equals a maximum 
total upside potential of 5% + 10% = 15% 
for the CY2018 performance year. There-
fore, the top-to-bottom MIPS potential 
impact on Part B payments for CY2018 
may be from a 15% incentive down to a -
5% penalty, or a total 20% top-to-bottom 
swing. 

Theoretically, the budget-neutrality X 
factor could reach a capped-value of 3.0 
should there be many more clinicians 

penalized than receiving incentives in a given 
year (precedence: X reached 16 for the 2014 
PQRS/VBM performance year). So for the 
CY2018 performance year, the base adjustment 
could reach as high as 5% x 3.0 = 15%, result-
ing in an even higher maximum incentive of 
15% base + 10% exceptional performance 
bonus = 25%. Similarly, the maximum possible 
incentive for the CY2020 performance year 
could reach 9% x 3.0 + 10% = 37%. 

For 2017, CMS has set the performance thresh-
old as 3 points and the exceptional performance 
threshold to 70 points in order to greatly re-
duce the chance of being penalized for low 
performance during the transition year. Starting 
in 2019, the performance threshold is deter-
mined annually as the mean or median of the 
MIPS scores for all eligible clinicians in a prior 
period selected by CMS. The performance 
threshold is expected to naturally increase year 
over year as average national peer performance 

FUNNY THOUGHTS 

CEU’S 
Did you know you can now report 
your own CEUs directly on the 
www.aaham.org site? 

If you are requesting CEUs for at-
tending a AAHAM Twin States 
meeting, you can enter your CEU 
information and it will be updated 
once they receive the file from me. 
If you have other activity that you 
need to report such as proctoring a 
certification exam or attending 
AAHAM Legislative Day, that can 
also be done on the AAHAM web-
site and you can upload your back-

up.  There is a list of CEU qualify-
ing activities to the left of the 
AAHAM CEU Reporting Form on 
the website. 

Here are the steps for reporting 
your CEUs: 

• Go to www.aaham.org 

• Click on the certification tab 
at the top 

• Click on recertification 

• Click on Online CEU Report-
ing Form 

• Fill out Recertification Type 
(s) 

• Fill out your name, member 
ID, address, etc. The CEU units 
are 

• on the left so you can report 
the correct amount. 

• Click Add Files to add your 
back up. 

• When done, click Start Upload 

• You will get an e-mail from 
AAHAM afterwards. 

This process is very user friendly. I 
am willing to walk anyone 
through this. I can be reached at 
802-847-1838 or  

MIPS Continued... 
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improves and low performers potentially drop 
out of Medicare or MIPS entirely. 

Reputational Impacts 

CMS publishes an array of clinician-identifiable 
performance measures through its Physician 
Compare website for consumers to browse and 
third-party physician rating websites to procure 
for free. As consumers spend more out-of-
pocket for their healthcare, they are seeking 
more transparency into clinician quality and the 
cost-value equation. A study found that 65% of 
consumers are aware of online physician rating 
sites and that 36% of consumers had used a 
ratings site at least once. Unlike direct Medi-
care reimbursement impacts, which can change 
year to year based on clinician performance, 
damage to a clinician’s online public reputation 
may take years to reverse. Conversely, consist-
ently high performance scores and ratings can 
become a strategic advantage over local com-
petitors. 

The Quality Payment Program provisions ad-
dress this consumer demand. MIPS will publish 

each eligible clinician’s annual final score and 
the scores for each MIPS performance category 
within approximately 12 months after the end 
of the relevant performance year. For the first 
time, consumers will be able to see their clini-
cians rated on a scale of 0 to 100 and how their 
clinicians compare to peers nationally. This 
level of transparency and specificity goes be-
yond existing programs such as VBM, which 
calculates quality and resource use scores but 
does not publicly publish the results. 

In addition, all statistically significant measure 
values in the Quality and Advancing Care In-
formation (ACI) categories for each clinician 
will be available for free download. Clinician 
activities reported for the Improvement Activi-
ties (IA) category will be listed for every clini-
cian. Cost will be reported for 2018. Physician 
Compare will also continue to publish cost 
utilization data for all Medicare Part B clini-
cians. 

MIPS Score Follows Clinicians Who Switch 
Organizations 

CMS binds the MIPS score to the clinician 
for each performance year, so that if the 

clinician changes organizations before the 
associated payment year (two years after the 
performance year), the clinician brings along 
his or her MIPS score and the associated Part B 
payment adjustment to the new organization. 
This greatly impacts physician recruiting, 
credentialing, contracting, and compensation 
plans. Each MIPS score thereby becomes a 
central and inextricable part of a clinician’s 
profile and public reputation for the succeed-
ing two years after that score is earned. 

3. WHAT IS THE TIMELINE FOR MIPS? 

The timeline for the MIPS rulemaking process 
leading up to the launch of the program on Janu-
ary 1, 2017: 

• April 27, 2016 – CMS released proposed 
MACRA rule containing MIPS regulations 

• October 14, 2016 – MACRA final rule 
published, clarifying the Quality Payment 
Program 

• January 1, 2017 – First MIPS performance 
year 

MIPS Continued... 

AAHAM CERTIFICATION 

an integral role in your career strategy. In many 
instances certification may help you secure the 
promotion or the job you desire. 

Earning certification can help you by: 

Improving your earning potential 

Giving you a competitive advantage with current and 

prospective employers 

Granting you the recognition you deserve  

Providing access to the positions and promotions you seek 

and desire 

Building a network of peers in the influential group that 

shares your certification designation 

Continuing to expand your skills and expertise through 

continuing education 

How does certification benefit an employ-
er? 

Earning an AAHAM certification demonstrates an 
individual’s expertise. It shows they possess the 
knowledge to meet the industry’s highest stand-
ards and the capacity to pass a rigorous certifica-
tion examination. It shows commitment to their 
profession and ongoing career development. It 
also represents professionalism in the individual’s 
pursuit of excellence to quality of service in their 
career and the healthcare industry. 

By hiring AAHAM certified individuals and invest-

ing in 
AAHAM certification for your staff you can:  

Increase the competency of your staff 

Increase quality and productivity 

Build a strong team 

Promote ongoing education and training 

Reduce exposure to fraud and abuse 

Develop a career ladder for staff  

“Since making the specialist certification a requirement 
in Patient Accounts, I have seen a huge increase in self 
confidence in my staff. It’s amazing how that trickles 
down. It has improved their ability to work together; 

Administration has more confidence in their knowledge 
and uses them as a trusted resource. They are able to 

handle more issues on their own without seeking assis-
tance from others. By retesting for CRCS every three 

years, I and my staff keep current on the changes hap-
pening in healthcare. Their manuals are an invaluable 

resource and they refer to them regularly.” 

-Melynda Crawford, CRCE Madison County 
Healthcare System 

Overview of AAHAM Certification 

AAHAM certification options include: 

Certified Revenue Cycle Executive (CRCE) 

Why earn an AAHAM certification? 

AAHAM certification is an investment in your 
personal growth and your professional future. For 
over forty years, AAHAM’s elite certification 
program has set the standard of excellence in 
patient financial services and the revenue cycle. 

It doesn’t matter whether you are new to the 
healthcare revenue cycle or are a seasoned veter-
an, our family of AAHAM certification examina-
tions offer a complete career ladder beginning 
with the Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist and 
culminating with the Certified Revenue Cycle 
Executive. We have a certification that will help 
advance your career. 

Plus the learning doesn’t stop once you have ob-
tained certification. Our certifications are main-
tained through a continuous education process. 
This assures you stay abreast of the important 
changes and updates that continually occur in our 
rapidly changing healthcare environment.  

“Due to its recognition throughout our industry, AAHAM 
Certification is the first giant career-step upwards in 

healthcare.”  

-Bernard W. Lane, Jr., CRCE  
Yale New Haven Health Services 

How does certification benefit an individ-
ual? 

Earning an AAHAM certification demonstrates a 
high level of achievement and distinguishes you as 
a leader and role model in the revenue cycle in-
dustry. The certification validates your proficiency 
and commitment to your profession and can play 
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Visit  the National AAHAM website at www.aaham.org for more information!  

Continued on page 8... 
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begins 

For MIPS, clinician performance data for the 
Advancing Care Information, Quality, and 
Improvement Activities categories for a perfor-
mance year are generally due to CMS by March 
31st of the following calendar year. 

There is no official end date to MIPS, so the 
potential financial impacts continue as described 
above indefinitely. 

4. WHAT IS AN ADVANCED ALTERNATIVE 
PAYMENT MODEL (ADVANCED APM) 
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO MIPS? 

Clinicians in entities sufficiently participating in 
Advanced APMs are exempt from MIPS. In 
order to understand Advanced APMs, you must 
first understand how MACRA defines an alter-
native payment model (APM), of which Ad-
vanced APM is a subclass. Strictly speaking, an 
APM includes only these payment models run 
by CMS (not by commercial payers): 

CMS Innovation Center Model (other than a 
Health Care Innovation Award) 

Medicare Shared Savings Program Accountable 

Care Organizations (MSSP ACOs) 

Demonstration under the Health Care Quality 
Demonstration Program 

Demonstration required by federal law 

There are also other payer Advanced APMs, 
which can be run by commercial payers and play 
only a restricted role within the Quality Payment 
Program. Other than this one exception, the 
term APM should be understood as only certain 
Medicare payment models. 

The subset of APMs known as Advanced APMs 
must fulfill these additional requirements: 

Requires participants to use certified EHR tech-
nology 

Bases payment on quality measures comparable 
to those in the MIPS Quality performance cate-
gory 

Either APM entities must bear more than nomi-
nal financial risk for monetary losses or the APM 
is a Medical Home Model expanded by the CMS 
Innovation Center 

The QPP lists the following CMS programs as 
Advanced APMs: 

Medicare Shared Savings Program (two-sided 

models: Tracks 2 and 3) 

Next Generation ACO Model 

Comprehensive ESRD Care (CEC) (large dialysis 
organization arrangement) 

Comprehensive Primary Care Plus (CPC+) 

Oncology Care Model (OCM) (two-sided risk 
track available in 2018) 

Clinicians in entities sufficiently participating in 
Advanced APMs will also receive an annual 5% 
Medicare Part B bonus, as described further in 
the APM FAQs. 

5. WHAT ARE THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIRE-

MENTS AND EXEMPTIONS FOR MIPS? 

The eligibility net for MIPS expands over the 
first several years as follows: 

CY2017 and CY2018 performance years: Physi-
cians (MD/DO and DMD/DDS), Physician 
Assistants, Clinical Nurse Specialists, and Certi-
fied Registered Nurse Anesthetists 

CY2019+ performance years: Expanded to 
physical and occupational therapists, speech-
language pathologists, audiologists, nurse mid-
wives, clinical social workers, clinical psycholo-
gists, and dietitians/nutritional professionals 

CERTIFICATIONS CONTIUED 

aspire to the executive level certification. 
AAHAM offers two types of Professional 
certification; one focused on the revenue cycle 
within an institutional (hospital, health sys-
tem) environment and the other focused on 
the revenue cycle in a professional (physician, 
clinic) environment. Dual certification is 
available for those interested in obtaining 
certification in both specialties.  

What is Specialist (CRCS) Certification?  

Specialist certification is an online proctored 
exam that tests the proficiency of staff in-
volved in the processing of patient accounts 
and to prepare them for the many details 
needed to perform their daily job duties. 
AAHAM offers two types of Specialist Certifi-
cation; one focused on the revenue cycle 
within an institutional (hospital, health sys-
tem) environment, the other focused on the 
revenue cycle in a professional (physician, 
clinic) environment. Dual certification is 
available for those interested in obtaining 
certification in the institutional and profes-
sional specialties. 

“The University of Pennsylvania Health System 
(UPHS) began a voluntary CRCS certification 

program to support staff level persons working as 
part of the revenue cycle. UPHS pays for any candi-
date to take the test up to three times. The program 

is very popular with staff, which recognizes the 
investment that UPHS is making in their personal 
development. The Patient Accounting Department 
now offers a reward for passing the exam, paid out 

annually each year on the individual’s certification 

anniversary for as long as they maintain their certifica-
tion.”  

Thomas McCormick, CRCE 
University of Pennsylvania Health Systems 

What is Compliance (CCT) Certification?  

Compliance certification is an online proctored 
exam that thoroughly tests competencies in 
healthcare compliance for all staff involved in the 
processing of patient accounts. It is intended to 
meet the annual employee compliance training 
requirements and to support individuals with pro-
fessional compliance responsibilities in both institu-
tional (hospital, health system) and professional 
(physician, clinic) settings. 

To learn more please visit the AAHAM website at: 
http://www.aaham.org/Certification/
OverviewofAAHAMCertification.aspx  

Certified Revenue Cycle Professional (CRCP) 

Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist (CRCS) 

Certified Compliance Technician (CCT) 

Healthcare patient financial services professionals 
across the nation and around the globe are looking for 
an edge… a way to work smarter, build a career, stay 

informed and make the right contacts; an AAHAM 
certification helps you achieve all of these goals. 

What is Executive (CRCE) certification? 

Executive Certification is an extensive online 
proctored exam directed to all senior and execu-
tive leaders within the healthcare revenue cycle 
industry, to help equip them for strategic man-
agement of the business. This certification pos-
sesses the highest level of difficulty combining 
content knowledge of the business with critical 
thinking and communication skills. AAHAM 
offers two types of Executive certification; one 
focused on the revenue cycle within an institu-
tional (hospital, health system) environment and 
the other focused on the revenue cycle in a pro-
fessional (physician, clinic) environment. Dual 
certification is available for those interested in 
obtaining certification in both specialties. 

What is Professional (CRCP) certification? 

Professional Certification is an online proctored 
exam directed to supervisors and managers in the 
revenue cycle industry, to validate their 
knowledge and skills. This certification is for the 
individual who desires confirmation and recogni-
tion of their expertise and/or for those who 
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Exam Registration 
Deadline 

Exam Period 

April 17, 2017 July 10-21,  2017 

August 15, 2017 Nov 6-17, 2017 

December 15, 2017 March 2018 
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Tell us a little about your current employment and 
how you got there?  

I am currently the Director of Operations at 
Marcam Associates. I started off as an intern 
in 2014 while still in college. I was initially 
drawn in by the promise of potlucks and a 
family atmosphere.  Many potlucks and a 
degree later, I have advanced through various 
positions. I’ve learned about, and become 
proficient in, numerous aspects of the 
healthcare industry and the company.   

How long have you been involved in healthcare 
related business?   

I’ve been involved since I started my career 
with Marcam Associates 3 years ago. They 
have truly provided me with the opportunity 
to get involved in the healthcare field. 

How did you become affiliated with AAHAM?   

Timothy Moore, AKA big Tim, introduced 
me into the AAHAM world and I’ve been 
captivated ever since! The people and educa-
tion from these events are amazing!!! 

What do you do for fun and relaxation?  

I like to spend my weekends relaxing up at 
our family camp in Ossipee, NH! If I’m not 
up to camp I am usually lounging about the 
house or dragging Ryan (my other half) to go 
do something fun, or family gatherings.  

What type of books do you normally read?   

I usually read the sappy romance/
mysteries and  occasionally a biography. 
My most recent was The Girl on the 
Train by Paula Hawkins. If you haven’t 
read it yet, you should…..just saying.  

What type of music do you enjoy the most?   

I enjoy all types of music, but my most 
listened to genre is Country.  

What is your favorite meal?   

This is a hard one. I would have to say my 
favorite meal is fresh spaghetti and meat-
balls with garlic bread. I make mean fresh 
pasta and I am starting to dabble with 
making meatballs. I love to cook. My 
family enjoys that I do most of the cook-
ing but they are still on the fence when I 
experiment with a new recipe.  

Are you a dog person or a cat person?   

I am a dog person all the way! I am that 
person who greets the dog before greet-
ing their owner. Zeb, our mini Australian 
Shepard, gets away with everything!  

Where did you spend your last vacation?   

My last vacation was spent in the most 
magical place on earth, Disney World! 
There’s just something about Disney that 
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brings you back to feeling like a kid 
again. My family is obsessed with 
Disney World so it’s always our top 
pick as a vacation destination. 

What was the best vacation you have had?   

The best vacation I’ve had would have 
to be when I took a cruise to Bermuda 
two years ago. There is something so 
incredible about immersing yourself 
in a different culture and experiencing 
all a place has to offer. The 24 hour 
food on the cruise ship was a plus as 
well.  

What do you never leave home without 
when you travel?   

I never leave home without my cell 
phone. 

 Any words of wisdom that you would like 
to share with your fellow AAHAM 
members?   

Get involved! There is so much that 

AAHAM has to offer! Networking 

with your peers, and the FABULOUS 

education that is provided should all 

be utilized, as well! Get to know your 

fellow AAHAM members, they are a 

fun, educated, and interesting group 

of people! 

MIPS CONTINUED. . . 
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Only those eligible clinicians in the categories 
above who bill for Medicare Part B (otherwise 
known as the Physician Fee Schedule) or Criti-
cal Access Hospital (CAH) Method II payments 
assigned to the CAH  

Excluded from MIPS payment adjustments: 
Payments from Medicare Part A, Medicare 
Advantage Part C, Medicare Part D, FQHC, 
or Rural Health Clinic facility payments billed 
under all-inclusive payment methodologies and 
CAH Method I facility payments 

Exemptions from MIPS 

For the CY2017 performance year, there are 
only three exemptions from MIPS for clini-
cians who otherwise meet the eligibility re-
quirements above: 

Clinicians in their first year of Medicare Part B 
participation 

Clinicians billing Medicare Part B up to 
$30,000 in allowed charges or providing care 
for up to 100 Part B patients in one yearClini-
cians in entities sufficiently participating in an 
Advanced APM (see the APM FAQs for more 
information) for which either:  

The collective Part B payments for services delivered by 
the Advanced APM entity’s clinicians to patients at-
tributed to the entity is at least 25% of the payments for 
services delivered by the entity’s clinicians to all patients 
who could, but may not, be attributable to the entity 
(“attribution-eligible”) 

The collective number of patients who receive services 
delivered by the Advanced APM’s clinicians and who are 
attributed to the Advanced APM is at least 20% of the 
number of all patients who are attribution-eligible and 
received services delivered by the Advanced APM’s 
clinicians 

Note that clinicians may choose to either be rated on an 
individual-clinician basis or as a group of clinicians billing 
through a common tax ID. Hence, the preceding refer-
ences to “clinician” in this eligibility section also hold 
true if “clinician” is replaced with a “group of clinicians 
billing through a common tax ID.” 

MIPS APM Clinicians 

Confusingly but perhaps inevitably, there are clinicians 
who not only belong to an Advanced APM or a non-
Advanced APM, but are also subject to MIPS. For exam-
ple, Advanced APM clinicians not meeting either mini-
mum thresholds as noted in the bullet points above are 
also subject to MIPS. The QPP defines special scoring 
and data submission rules governing a subclass of such 

clinicians who are called MIPS APM clinicians. 
A common example consists of clinicians who 
participate in a one-sided Track 1 Medicare 
Shared Savings Program ACO, which is a non-
Advanced APM but for which MACRA pro-
vides provisions to ease MIPS reporting bur-
dens and grant MIPS points for APM partici-
pation. For more on the special MIPS rules 
governing clinicians subject to both QPP 
tracks and meeting certain additional require-
ments to be deemed MIPS APM clinicians, see 
our APM FAQs. 

6. WHAT ARE THE MIPS PERFORMANCE 
CATEGORIES AND HOW ARE THEY 
SCORED? 

As described above, there are four categories 
of MIPS eligible clinician performance con-
tributing to a composite performance score of 
up to 100 points. For the CY2017 perfor-
mance year (and associated CY2019 payment 
year), the relative category weightings are: 

Quality (60% for 2017) 

Advancing Care Information (ACI, renamed 
from Meaningful Use) (25% for 2017) 

Improvement Activities (IA) (15% for 2017) 

Cost (0% for 2017, but will be weighted for 

http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/apms/10-faqs-about-apms/
http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/apms/10-faqs-about-apms/
http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/mips-education/10-faqs-about-mips/#WhatIs
http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/mips-education/10-faqs-about-mips/#Eligibility
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL/ 

APPLICATION FORM 
 

The Twin States Chapter of AAHAM is pleased to welcome you as a member. Annual dues are 
$25.00 per person. Membership runs from January to December. Local dues cannot be prorated 
during the year.  

To ensure that you are a recognized member for the Chapter year and receive all notifications of ed-
ucational sessions, please submit your payment of $25.00, made payable to “Twin States AAHAM” 
to: 

Christine Telles 
AAHAM Treasurer 
Marcam Associates 

PO Box 60 
Rochester, NH 03866 

 
  

If you are a member of National AAHAM and choose to pay your local dues through them, it is im-
portant that you still send this form (without payment) to the above address so that our records will 
correctly reflect your membership. 

Please complete the following: 

Name and Title:             

Certification:             

Organization:             

Address:             

Daytime Telephone:     Fax:      Email:      

Check all that apply: 

    This is a new application 
    I am renewing my application 
    I have paid my local dues through National AAHAM 
  

For Treasurer’s Use Only: 
Check No. ___ 

   Date Received  ___ 
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Become a 

2017 AAHAM Sponsor 
The American Association of Healthcare Administrative Management (AAHAM) is a national professional association of 
thirty-two chapters and over 2,600 healthcare revenue cycle professionals from hospitals, clinics, billing offices, allied 
vendors, physicians, and multi-physician groups.  AAHAM members direct the activities of thousands of people em-
ployed in the healthcare industry.  
 
AAHAM is the preeminent professional organization for revenue cycle professionals and is known for its prestigious cer-
tification and educational programs; professional development of its members is one of the primary goals of the associa-
tion.  AAHAM actively represents the interests of its members through a comprehensive program of legislative and regu-
latory monitoring and participation in industry groups such as WEDI, ASC X12, NUBC and NUCC. AAHAM offers 
multiple levels of nationally recognized certification.  
 
The Twin States Chapter of AAHAM, which represents Vermont, New Hampshire, and upstate New York, was formed 
in 2014 to fill a need for education and networking at the local level. Please join us in supporting a new venture that will 
bring together healthcare professionals from throughout the area.  
 
In order to offer quality educational programs to our new membership we need corporate sponsors. 
The $1000.00 sponsorship will provide your company with recognition at every educational session for 
the calendar year as well as advertising your logo in our newsletter. You are welcome at all meetings 
throughout the year and we will link your company to the website as it is developed. We truly appre-
ciate your support.  
Please fill out this form and enclose it with your check. 

Enclosed is my tax-deductible Founding Sponsorship of $  ____ ($1000.00 min) 

• Please make your check payable to Twin States AAHAM; 

Christine Telles 
AAHAM Treasurer 
Marcam Associates 
PO Box 60 
Rochester, NH 03866 
 

Business Line  

□ Hospital □ Private Practice  □ Provider □ Consulting  □ Billing        □ IT  

□ Other:             

Organization Name:            

Contact Name:             

Address:             

City:                 State:      Zip:    

Phone:                 Fax:       

E-Mail:              
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points so a total of 60-70 quality points are availa-
ble, respectively, depending on the number of clini-
cians in the group being rated for MIPS. Each meas-
ure earns up to 10 points based upon the percentile-
basis performance of that measure relative to na-
tional peer benchmarks. 

For example, if a PQRS measure has a 62% measure 
performance rate that is better than 60% of peers 
reflected in the benchmark, then that measure 
would earn 7 out of 10 possible points, according to 
this illustrative measure benchmark table from the 
MACRA Final Rule: 

Note that tenths of points are possible. If a measure 
rate lies within a benchmark decile rather than on a 
decile boundary, then one would linearly interpo-
late the quality point value between the decile 
boundaries to derive the quality points to the near-
est tenth of a point. 

Bonus points may be accrued as follows: 

Up to 10% for submitting high priority measures: 
Organizations that include high priority measures in 
the measures they choose to submit can receive a 
bonus of 1-2 points per measure total up to 10% of 
the total denominator of the Quality score, e.g. 
10% of 60 = 6 max bonus points in the example 
above. 

Up to 10% for end-to-end electronic reporting: 
CMS is using the QPP to drive electronic reporting 
forward. Organizations that use end-to-end elec-
tronic reporting can achieve a bonus of 1 point for 
each measure totaling up to 10% of the possible 
performance points in the Quality category. Note 
that this bonus cap is a separate bonus cap from the 
high priority measures. 

For the GPRO Web Interface quality reporting 
method where a greater number of preselected 
measures are used, the denominator of the quality 
score would be the number of measures x 10. 

Advancing Care Information (ACI) 

MIPS changes Meaningful Use (renamed to ACI) 
from an all-or-nothing compliance program to a 
continuous scoring system where MU measure rates 
are compared to benchmarks in much the same way 
as described for the MIPS Quality category immedi-
ately above. 

For example, if a clinician in the existing MU pro-
gram achieves a performance rate of 15% on an MU 
measure with a compliance threshold of 10%, then 
that clinician is just as compliant with MU as anoth-
er who achieves a 90% rate on the same measure. 
However, under the ACI scoring system, the for-
mer will only earn 2 out of 10 performance points, 
whereas the latter will earn 10 out of 10 points, 
according to the decile measure scoring scale. This 
explains why a historically high MU achiever may 
end up having a low ACI score if MU performance 
rates do not improve. 

The ACI category defines 131 ACI performance 
points that can be earned: 

Base Score: 50 points for reporting either a non-
zero numerator or a “yes,” as applies, for selected 
measures from the MU Modified Stage 2 or MU 
Stage 3 measure sets 

Performance Score: Up to 90 points for perfor-
mance on eight measures per the decile scoring 
scale described above 

Bonus Points: Up to 15 bonus points for reporting 
to an additional public health registry and aligning 
with IA 

The ACI percentage score is calculated by dividing 
the number of ACI points by 100 and capping the 
percentage at 100%, should more than 100 ACI 
points be earned. If fewer than 100 ACI points are 
earned, then the ACI performance decreases pro-
portionally. For example, 50 ACI points equates 
to 50% ACI performance, resulting in 50% (ACI 
performance) x 25% (ACI category weight) x 100 
= 12.5 CPS points contributed by ACI. 

Improvement Activities (IA) 

Under MIPS, clinicians need to either earn 20 
points or 40 points, depending on their size and 
location. 

MIPS eligible clinicians or groups that are small 
practices (15 or less clinicians), practices located 
in rural areas or geographic HPSAs, or non-patient 
facing need to earn 20 points to get full credit in 
the IA category. 

All other MIPS-eligible clinicians need to earn 40 
points to get full credit in the IA category. 

To earn points, clinicians can: 

Report any combination of medium-weight 
(worth 10 points each) and/or high-weight (worth 
20 points each) activities, or 

If a clinician participates in certain APMs, such as 
the Shared Savings Program Track 1 or the Oncol-
ogy Care Model, the clinician earns 40 points (all 
future APMs under the APM scoring model will 
be assigned at least half credit), or 

If a clinician is in other APMs, the clinician auto-
matically earns half credit and may report addi-
tional activities to increase the score 

The IA percentage score is calculated by dividing 
the total IA points by 20 or 40, respectively. Us-
ing a general MIPS clinician as an example, 30 
points would yield a 30/40 = 75% IA perfor-
mance score, which in turn would deliver 75% x 
(15% IA category weighting) x 100 = 11.3 MIPS 
points. 

Resource Use 

In 2017, the Resource Use weighting has been set 
to zero, but in 2018, that increases to 10%. MIPS 
rates clinicians for Resource Use (Medicare costs 
of attributed patients) based on 40+ cost measures 
to account for differences among specialties. 
There are no separate reporting requirements for 
clinicians, as the measures are calculated based on 
claims collected by CMS. 

7. HOW DOES MIPS IMPACT MEAN-

INGFUL USE? 

First, MIPS does not impact the Medicaid Mean-
ingful Use (MU) nor eligible hospital MU pro-
grams. In other words, for these programs, the 
MU Modified Stage 2 and Stage 3 measures and 
associated incentives and payment adjustments are 
not affected by MIPS nor the broader MACRA 

2018 and beyond) 

The relative weightings between the Quality and 
Cost categories change in subsequent years of the 
program. For the CY2019 performance year and 
beyond, each of these categories have 30% weight-
ings. In addition, under certain allowable circum-
stances where clinician performance is unable to be 
determined for a given category or special rules 
apply, then MIPS sets that category’s weight to 0% 
and redistributes the weight to other categories as 
the MACRA rule specifies. In 2017, at least two 
categories must be rated for performance in order 
for the clinician to receive a final score. If a final 
score cannot be determined, then the clinician 
receives zero payment adjustment. 

MIPS clinicians can choose to be rated on either an 
individual-clinician basis or as a group of clinicians 
(defined by a tax ID), with the constraint that the 
choice applies across all performance categories. A 
clinician’s achievable final score could be signifi-
cantly impacted depending upon whether that 
clinician is rated individually or inherits the final 
score earned by an entire group. MIPS clinicians 
also participating in certain alternative payment 
models, such as Medicare Shared Savings Program 
ACOs, must be rated as a group of clinicians and do 
not have the choice to be rated as individuals for 
certain performance categories. 

Each performance category is scored separately as a 
percentage of maximum possible performance 
within that category. Then the category-level 
scores are weighted as listed in the bulleted list 
above (for 2017) and then summed to produce the 
MIPS final score. 

An important fact is that clinicians who have histor-
ically performed well under MU and avoided 
PQRS and VBM penalties may not yet have high 
enough MIPS ACI or Quality measure performance 
to avoid penalties in the long run. MIPS forces 
historically high performers to re-evaluate their 
performance status based on how the MIPS scoring 
system differs from those of MU, PQRS and VBM. 

Quality 

MIPS essentially adopts the quality measures and 
reporting methods from the PQRS and VBM pro-
grams. Although there are some changes to the 
PQRS reporting methods as described later, for the 
most part, the quality reporting methods remain 
the same. 

Most clinicians must report up to six PQRS 
measures, across any combination of quality do-
mains, where one measure is an outcome measure 
(or a high priority measure, if an outcome measure 
is unavailable). Groups using Web Interface must 
report 11 quality measures. 

In addition to the six PQRS measures, CMS calcu-
lates one population measure for groups with 16 or 
more clinicians and a minimum of 200 cases. 
Groups below that threshold will not have a popu-
lation measure included. 

Each measure is assigned a possible 10 quality 
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legislation. 

MIPS impacts clinicians eligible for Medicare MU 
in the following ways: 

Sunsets Medicare Part B payment adjustments and 
replaces them with MIPS payment adjustments 
where 25% of the MIPS Composite Performance 
Score is determined by the Advancing Care Infor-
mation performance category, which is based upon 
MU Modified Stage 2 measures (for 2014 Edition 
CEHRT) and MU Stage 3 measures (for 2015 
Edition CEHRT). 

Moves away from all-or-nothing MU compliance 
based on measure thresholds to a hybrid scoring 
system for ACI where clinicians earn an all-or-
nothing base score for reporting required 
measures, a continuous performance score for 
measure rate performance relative to a decile scale 
and a 5% bonus for reporting to more than one 
public health registry 

Removes all measure exclusions defined under the 
MU program, as the hybrid scoring system for ACI 
is deemed to serve the same goal of providing 
clinicians flexibility in how to achieve high perfor-
mance 

Removes the requirement to report electronic 
clinical quality measures, as quality reporting is 
already addressed by the MIPS Quality category 

Enables ACI to be reported either for individual 
clinicians or for a group of clinicians and through 
additional data submission methods beyond attesta-
tion, such as registry and EHR methods, previous-
ly reserved only for PQRS reporting 

Requires that clinicians agree to cooperate with 
surveillance of CEHRT by ONC and to implement 
CEHRT in good faith such that no inhibition of 
health information exchange nor information 
blocking occurs 

Note that some MIPS-eligible clinicians such as 
physician assistants, nurse practitioners, clinical 
nurse specialists, certified registered nurse anes-
thetists, and hospital-based clinicians who were 
previously ineligible for MU will not be accounta-
ble for the ACI category so long as there are not 
sufficient ACI measures applicable to them. For 
such clinicians, the ACI weighting towards the 

MIPS CPS will be set to zero and redistributed 
to other MIPS performance categories. 

Note that providers who have traditionally done 
well under all-or-nothing MU may not have 
good ACI scores. See our more detailed descrip-
tion of the ACI scoring system in question 5 to 
understand how it differs from how MU has 
historically been scored. 

8. HOW DOES MIPS IMPACT PQRS AND 
THE VALUE-BASED MODIFIER? 

MACRA sunsets the standalone Physician Quali-
ty Reporting System (PQRS) and Value-Based 
Modifier (VBM) programs for applying Medi-
care Part B payment adjustments related to 
PQRS quality reporting and VBM quality and 
cost performance. However, the MIPS Quality 
performance category inherits aspects of the 
PQRS quality measures and reporting infrastruc-
ture created by the PQRS program and lever-
aged by the VBM quality measurement system as 
well. For example, the array of PQRS reporting 
methods, including registry, EHR, and web 
interface, are largely preserved for the purpose 
of reporting quality performance under MIPS. 
In addition, the MIPS Resource Use perfor-
mance category largely mirrors the VBM re-
source use measurement system in terms of 
measures, patient attribution methodology and 
benchmarking. 

On the other hand, there are some significant 
changes to how quality is reported and rated 
under MIPS versus the existing programs. The 
MIPS Quality performance category deviates 
from PQRS and the VBM quality measurement 
systems in the following ways: 

Measure Selection 

For the registry, EHR, and qualified clinical data 
registry (QCDR) reporting methods currently 
requiring nine measures and three quality do-
mains, the minimum quality reporting require-
ment is reduced to only six measures and can 
span any combination of quality domains; how-
ever, the six measures must include one out-
come measure. 

A clinician may select six measures from a list of 

pre-defined “specialty measure sets” culled from the 
list of individual measures. Should a specialty meas-
ure set contain fewer than six measures, then a clini-
cian could meet the minimum reporting requirement 
by reporting all the measures in the measure set. 

MIPS broadens and revamps the Measure-
Applicability Validation (MAV) process, which allows 
another means for clinicians to report fewer than the 
required six measures for the registry, EHR, and 
QCDR reporting methods. 

Reporting Methods 

For the registry and QCDR reporting methods, the 
“data completeness” standard, which defines the 
minimum subset of patients within a measure denom-
inator that must be reported, is 50% of Medicare 
patients for 2017 and increases to 60% in 2018. 

Clinicians intending to use the group practice report-
ing option (GPRO) (for clinicians choosing to be 
measured for MIPS performance as a group of clini-
cians) will only need to declare their specific report-
ing method by June 30th of the performance year if 
they choose the CMS Web Interface reporting meth-
od and/or choose to report patient experience 
measures via the CAHPS for MIPS survey (same as 
the current “CAHPS for PQRS”). 

The PQRS registry measures group method 
(requiring reporting a minimum of 20 patients per 
measure) has been eliminated by the Quality Payment 
Program. 

9 . WHAT ARE MIPS DATA SUBMISSION RE-

QUIREMENTS? 

The Quality Payment Program intends to move clini-
cians towards using a single data submission method 
for multiple performance categories of MIPS. To 
support this, MIPS expands existing PQRS quality 
reporting methods, such as registry, EHR, and 
QCDR, to allow for reporting measures across the 
MIPS categories of Quality, ACI and IA. The Cost 
category is claims-based and thereby does not require 
clinicians to separately report cost information. 

MIPS APM Clinicians 

For a MIPS eligible clinician also participating in an 
APM and meeting certain additional requirements (a 
MIPS APM clinician), see the APM FAQs to learn 
about the related special rules governing MIPS data 
submission for such a clinician. For example, for a 

MIPS APM clinician, the MIPS Quality category 
may not require a separate data submission if the 
APM is already collecting quality data for CMS to 
analyze. 

 

"10 FAQs about the Merit-Based Incentive Payment 
System (MIPS)." SA Ignite. N.p., n.d. Web. 25 May 2017.  

MIPS CONTINUED . . .  
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UPCOMING MEETINGS 
 

September 20th, 2017– Pre-Conference 
Golf Outing at Lake Morey Inn and Resort 

September 21-22, 2017—Annual Meeting at 
Lake Morey Inn and Resort in Fairlee, VT 

AAHAM Members, Sponsors, Affiliates’ and Friends –  

The Newsletter Committee encourages and invites you all to offer ideas and submissions for future newsletters! Have an idea for an 
article you’d like to read more on? We’d love to hear it. Did you take a fun photo at a meeting? We’d love to include it! Want to pub-
lish something you’ve written to share with your peers? Send it along and we’ll publish it. Email Shannon Hewett shewett@chsi.org or 
Makayla Gerard mgerard@marcamassociates.com  

http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/mips-education/10-faqs-about-mips/#Eligibility
http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/mips-education/10-faqs-about-mips/#Eligibility
http://www.saignite.com/industry-expertise/quality-payment-program/apms/10-faqs-about-apms/
mailto:shewett@chsi.org
mailto:mgerard@marcamassociates.com


THANK YOU 2017 SPONSORS! 
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